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information in a dependency matrix [6]. Increasingly such
forms of analysis are being suppported by commercial tools such
as Sonar, Lattix and Structure 1001 [9].
In this paper, we study thee DSM-based Propagation Cost
metric (PC) and we explore the following research questions:
1. Does PC measure modifiaability properties to understand
the impact of making a channge to the architecture?
2. What are the limitations of PC, and how can it be enhanced
and calibrated to provide practical guidance in
understanding the impactt of making a change to the
architecture of a given systeem?
For this purpose, we use a commonly known transformation
to improve modifiability: stricctly layered, where a system is
organized into layers with a higgher-level layer only allowed to
use an adjacent layer immediiately below. We apply PC to
gauge the state of the system before and after this architectural
transformation, thereby highligghting its limitations. We then
propose variations of this metric
m
by adding dependency
strengths to the DSM view of thhe architecture. We enhance PC
to take into account the informaation about dependency strength
and how it propagates along deppendency paths.
While dependency strengths have been used in metrics on
code and module structure, theey treat dependencies alike. Our
objective is to see if improvvements to the metrics, using
dependency strengths representtative of the semantics inherent
in the transformation, provide better insights that are in line
with the modifiability propertties of an architectural design
while preserving their usefulnness by ensuring such metric
improvements can be supportedd by tools.

Abstract—Tools available for measuring the
t modifiability or
impact of change of a system through its architecture typically
use structural metrics. These metrics take into account
dependencies among the different elements of a system. However,
they fail to capture the semantics of an architectural
mplexity and cost of
transformation necessary to control the com
making changes. To highlight such limitaations, this paper
presents a study where we applied a repressentative structural
metric, called ‘propagation cost’, to archetyypical architectural
transformations known to affect system moodifiability such as
rearchitecting a tightly coupled system to a laayered pattern. We
observe that in its original form the propagatiion cost metric does
not provide consistent indications of arrchitecture health.
Enhancing this metric based on the semantics of the architectural
nsformation show
pattern and tactics used in the tran
improvements. Our results demonstrate that these
t
enhancements
detect modifiability properties that are not detectable by the
propagation cost metric.
Keywords—software architecture; modifiaability; propagation
cost; stability; change propagation; dependency analysis

I.

INTRODUCTION

Modifiability is the quality attribute of an
a architecture that
relates to the cost of change and refers to thee ease with which a
software system can accommodate change [11]. Techniques that
provide guidance on the extent of thee modifiability or
extensibility qualities of a system often measure
m
code-level
metrics such as coupling, cohesion, cycless and code clones.
Preventing an architectural change thhat compromises
modifiability, however, is not simply a matteer of controlling the
quality of a system through the use of these code-level metrics
[2]. A recent exploratory study by Bertan et
e al. revealed that
many code-related issues detected were not
n correlated with
architectural problems, and many issues thatt were not detected
had architectural implications [3].
More recently, structural metrics baseed on the use of
dependency structure matrices (DSM), also
a
called design
structure matrices, have been studied to assist with architecturelevel analysis, such as the value of modularr designs [4][5][6].
Stability and propagation cost metrics [7] extracted from a
DSM view of the architecture indicate the likkelihood of change
propagation and, consequently, its im
mpact on future
maintenance costs and ease of making moddifications. Several
studies highlight the need to analyze dependdencies in detecting
design violations such as those in modifiabillity [8] and provide
advice on using other dependency sourcees to augment the
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II.

STRUCTTURAL METRICS

Consider a dependency grapph showing elements of a system
and their dependencies in Fig. 1(a).
1
This dependency graph can
be represented as a DSM, show
wn in Fig. 1(c), where the rows
and columns are the elements from
f
the graph and the cells are
the dependencies among these elements.
e
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Fig. 1. (a) Dependency Graph (b) Identity DSM D0, (c) direct dependency
DSM D1, (d) DSM D2, (e) DSM D3, and (f) visibility matrix V

The PC metric characterizess “the degree to which a change
in a single element causes a potential change to other elements
400

in the system, directly or indirectly [7].” To determine the
impact of elements in a system, a visibillity matrix (V) is
computed as follows:

IV.

We improve the shortccomings associated with the
calculation of PC by focussing on the strength of the
dependencies and how they propagate along paths in the
dependency graph in series and in parallel.
Consider the dependency grraph in Fig. 3.
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Matrices D and V are shown in Fig. 1(b) – (f) for the system
shown in Fig. 1(a) where D0 representss dependencies of
elements on themselves, D1 represents all diirect dependencies,
and Dp represents all indirect dependences of
o length p where 2
 p  n and n is the number of elements in a system.
s
PC, therefore, represents the density (orr the proportion of
cells marked 1) and is computed using V as follows:
fo
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Fig. 3. Dependency graph showing thee strength of dependencies
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We use values between 0 and
a 1 for the strength based on
measures taken to shield a deppendent element from the ripple
effect of change made to an elem
ment it depends on.
Suppose we have a path of length n  2 from element X to Z
that goes through element Y suuch that the path from X to Y is
of length n – 1 and from Y to Z is of length 1. Then the change
propagation cost of dependenccies in series, ሺ ՜ ሻ , is
the minimum of the PC of path from X to Y, ሺ ՜ ሻ୬ିଵ ,
and PC of path from Y to Z, ሺ ՜ ሻଵ :

ୀଵ ୀଵ

In the case of Fig. 1, PC is 67% implyiing a change to an
element might affect 67% of the system. Thhis type of analysis
forms the basis for the structural metric called
c
stability that
tools such as Lattix use to assist with sofftware architecture
management [5]. In the rest of the paper, wee will focus on PC
and use it as a representative structural metricc.
III.

VARIATIONS IN CALCULATING PC

ARCHITECTURE DEPENDENCY
Y ANALYSIS

ሺ ՜ ሻ ൌ ሺሺ ՜ ሻ୬ିଵ ǡ ሺ ՜ ሻଵ ሻሺ͵ሻ

We apply PC for analyzing the scenarioo shown in Fig. 2
where the architecture of a system is traansformed using a
strictly layered pattern. The strictly layered pattern
p
is a division
of software into units called layers. The layyers are related to
each other by the strictly ordered relatioon, allowed-to-use.
Transforming a design to be strictly layered consists of
removing connections that bypass one or seveeral layers.

For a path of unit length thee change propagation cost is the
strength of the dependency assoociated with that path. Using this
convention, the change propaagation cost for the path from
element A to element D in Fig. 3 would be 0.1. In other words,
the only change that propagates from element D to element A is
one that is able to ripple throuugh tactics employed along the
way in element B to prevent a riipple effect of such a change.
Consider p paths of length n (n  2) from X to Z. We use
three variants to calculate the chhange propagation in parallel:
SUM: The SUM of parallell paths from a component X to
component Z is computed ass follows:
 ୗ ሺ ՜ ሻ ൌ  

୮

ሺ ՜ ሻ ሺͶሻ

୧ୀଵ

ሺ ՜ ሻ୬ for each pathh is computed as in equation (3).
Using this convention, the change
c
propagation cost from
element A to F is 0.7. What thhis means is the changes to F are
equally likely to propagate alongg each path from F back to A (A
Æ B Æ F, A Æ G Æ F, and A Æ H Æ F) and, therefore, the
impact of change on A is the aggregate
a
of change propagation
along each path (0.1 + 0.1 + 0.5).

Fig. 2. System (a) before, and (b) after applying strictlyy layered pattern

In the example in Fig. 2, the connecttion from A to C
bypasses element B. Applying the strictly layered
transformation consists of identifying B ass the intermediary
between A and C and removing the dependenncy between A and
C so that connection from A to C has to paass through B. One
would, therefore, expect the architecture of the
t system to have
changed with respect to the modifiabilityy quality attribute
depending on the role chosen for B in
i weakening the
dependencies. The result of applying PC (m
modified to omit the
diagonal or identity matrix D0), however, does
d
not show this.
PC is 33% for both before and after the transfformation.
To adequately reflect the semantics of
o the architecture
transformation we introduce variations to PC and discuss next.

AVG: We SUM the path as discussed above, but divide the
result by the number of pathss.
 ୋ ሺ ՜ ሻ ൌ

େ୭ୱ୲ ሺଡ଼՜ሻ
୮

ሺͷሻ 

Using this convention, the change propagation cost from
element A to F is 0.23. This meeans that the changes to F are, on
average, only likely to propagatte along one of the paths from F
back to A (A Æ B Æ F, A Æ G Æ F, and A Æ H Æ F).
Therefore, the impact of changee on A is the average of change
propagation along each path ([0.1 + 0.1 + 0.5] / 3).
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MAX: We take the value of the most costly path from
component X to component Z. Considerinng we have p paths
between X and Z, the following is used to compute the cost:

propagate from both of the parallel paths which may be
cumulative. Therefore, Sum shhows an improvement since the
parallel paths between A and C are broken. Using the original
PC of this scenario associatess the same strength with each
dependency and does not always
a
accurately reflect the
semantics of the change in the design.
d
Fig. 5 shows DSMs beforee and after applying the strictly
layered pattern in scenario 2.. In this scenario, A uses the
interface B, but also has a dirrect connection to C. After the
transformation, the dependenccy weights reflect the strictly
layered pattern where B acts ann intermediary and weakens the
dependencies between A and C..

 ଡ଼ ሺ ՜ ሻ ൌ ሺଵ ሺ ՜ ሻ୬ ǡ ǤǤǡ ୮ ሺ ՜ ሻ୬ ሻሺሻ



୮ ሺ ՜ ሻ୬ is the cost of a given path
p
p of length n
computed using equation (3). Using this convvention, the change
propagation cost from A to F is 0.5. This meeans the changes to
F are more likely to propagate along a path from F back to A
that makes the least effort to prevent suuch changes from
rippling through. Therefore, the impact of change
c
on A is the
maximum of 0.1, 0.1 and 0.5, the change propagation along
each path.
V.

Formula
Sum
Avg
Max

USING VARIATIONS ON STRICT LAY
YERING PATTERN

To improve the proposed change propagaation cost formulas
we will examine how architectural pattterns support the
modifiability of a system using architecctural tactics [10]
[11][12]. Modifiability tactics (such as enncapsulate, use an
intermediary and restrict dependencies thatt reduce coupling,
semantic coherence that increases cohesionn, and split module
that reduces the size of a module) are arrchitectural design
decisions that control the time and cost of maaking changes.
The initial and expected strengths of thee dependencies and
the role of element B in Fig. 2 determ
mine whether the
transformation improves or deteriorates the design. We use
three values for the strength – small (0.1), medium (0.5) and
large (1). A small valued dependency indicaates a use of one or
more architectural tactics to prevent the ripple effect of a
change, whereas a large valued dependencyy indicates absence
of any architectural tactic that could prevent the ripple effect. A
medium valued dependency indicates use of some tactics, but
they are not sufficient in preventing ripple efffects.
We demonstrate three scenarios:
1. Scenario 1, a baseline scenario where all dependencies have
equal strength since the role of B is not cleear
2. Scenario 2 where B acts as an innterface and uses
modifiability tactics such as encappsulate, use an
intermediary, and restrict dependencies too reduce coupling
3. Scenario 3 where B acts as a conduit andd uses modifiability
tactics such as use an intermediaary and restrict
dependencies to reduce coupling
Scenario1 simulates the original PC outtlined in section II
and gives us a reference point to compare thee variations. Fig. 4
shows DSMs of the system before and after
a
applying the
strictly layered pattern and change propagatioon cost.

Formula
PC
Sum
Avg
Max

(a)

(b)

Cost
Before
33%
44%
33%
33%

Cost
Cost
Before After
24%
13%
18%
13%
23%
13%

(c)
(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. Scenario 2 DSM (a) before andd (b) after applying strictly layered
pattern; (c) change propagationn cost

The transformation uses thee tactics use an intermediary and
restrict dependencies to break the dependency between A and
C. Furthermore, the tactic encaapsulate is applied so B doesn’t
just pass on all information from
m C to A. The semantics of the
transformations indicate that the
t change propagation of the
structure has improved since the strong dependency between A
and C is broken. All of the variaations indicate an improvement.
Fig. 6 shows DSMs beforee and after applying the strictly
layered pattern in scenario 3. In this scenario, B is loosely
coupled with A and C and doess not act as an interface between
these two components. After the transformation, B has to know
more about C to act as an interrmediary for A. Thus, removing
the direct connection betweeen A and C increases the
dependency strengths between A and B and B and C. Indeed,
all information passing betweeen A and C (that are strongly
dependent) would go through B.
Formula
Sum
Avg
Max

Cost
Cost
Before After
14%
33%
8%
33%
13%
33%

(b)
(a)
(c)
Fig. 6. Scenario 3 DSM (a) before andd (b) after applying strictly layered
pattern; (c) change propagationn cost

The transformation uses thee tactics use an intermediary and
restrict dependencies, but withoout enforcing information hiding
imposed by the encapsulationn tactic. The semantics of the
transformations indicate that thee structure has deteriorated since
previously A and B and B andd C were loosely coupled. After
the transformation they are stronngly coupled since B is acting as
a conduit to provide all informaation from C to A. The variation
formulas indicate a change for thhe worse.

Cost
After
33%
33%
33%
33%

VI.

(c)

DISCUSSION
N AND CONCLUSIONS

Our study focused on twoo research questions. First, we
investigated if the existing DS
SM-based structural metric, PC,
reflects the impact of making a change to the architecture of a
given system. Our exampple pattern of architectural
transformations shows that in its current form PC does not
reflect the semantics of archhitectural transformations. This

Fig. 4. Scenario 1 DSM (a) before and (b) after applyinng strictly layered
pattern; (c) change propagation cost

The original PC and the formula variations we suggest
compute the same result with the exceptioon of Sum for the
before case. Sum takes into account the changes that may
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finding is in line with recent studies that look at the code
metrics [3], and extend that to structural metrics [13].
Second, we explored different ways of enhancing and
calibrating PC to provide practical guidance in understanding
the impact of making a change to the architecture of a given
system. Our enhancements were motivated by several
limitations in the way change propagation cost is calculated:
• The current propagation cost metric takes into account the
presence or absence of a dependency.
We added
dependency strength to the model and included formulas
for handling change propagation in series and in parallel.
• It assumes that all components are equally likely to be
changed when the system evolves. Dependency strength
and certain formulas for change propagation in parallel
(e.g., Avg, Max) weaken the assumption that all
components contribute equally.
• In case of smaller number of components, the contribution
of self-dependencies is too high. Archetypical
transformations have very small matrices. This makes the
metric very sensitive to a change when self-dependencies
are considered, a phenomenon not observed in large
systems (e.g., when the dimension is greater than 12). We
omit the diagonal (the identity matrix D0) in the calculation
to reduce the influence of a smaller number of components.
• The transitive effect of indirect dependencies is too high.
Our use of dependency strength and formula for change
propagation in series take into account the muting effect of
any tactics used to prevent a change from rippling.
Our initial results hold promise for improving existing
structural metrics, such as stability and PC, with common
architectural patterns semantics, illustrating the range of design
parameters for reducing the size of a module, increasing
cohesion, and reducing coupling, and the tactics for
manipulating them. We applied the same approach to two other
architectural transformations, module split where a large
element is split into two or more so each has fewer
dependencies and short circuit where connections are bypassed
by direct communication. We computed similar results and in
the interest of space reported on the strictly layered pattern.
A validity concern for this study is whether the variation
formulas will still perform consistently when applied in large
systems. In addition, in some of our scenarios Sum and Max
show greater ranges of improvement compared to Avg. To
investigate whether this range is meaningful and whether any
one of the variations among Sum, Avg, or Max perform better
consistently, we are applying our variation metrics on an open
source health IT project, CONNECT, where we have insights
into its architecture of version 3.x through an architecture
evaluation study we were asked to conduct [14].
The results of our study present an incremental, but
significant improvement over the current state of practice
showcasing how existing structural metrics such as PC and
stability may yield results that can be misleading. Our approach
emphasizes the significance of design decisions (architectural
patterns and tactics) in moderating change propagation. While
this is not surprising, the ability to measure the influence of
these decisions in a way that can inform the architects and
instill confidence in the choices they make is significant.
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using Lattix.
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